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7s MONO- & MON- (one) 

MONACID ACDIMNO monoacid (type of acid (type of chemical compound)) [n -S] 

MONADAL AADLMNO MONAD, single-celled organism [adj] 

MONADES ADEMNOS MONAS, monad (single-celled organism) [n] 

MONADIC ACDIMNO MONAD, single-celled organism [adj] 

MONARCH ACHMNOR absolute ruler [n -S] 

MONISMS IMMNOSS MONISM, philosophical theory [n] 

MONAXON AMNNOOX straight spicule in sponges [n -S] 

MONISTS IMNOSST MONIST, adherent of monism (philosophical theory) [n] 

MONOCLE CELMNOO eyeglass for one eye [n -S] 

MONOCOT CMNOOOT type of seed plant [n -S] 

MONODIC CDIMNOO MONODY, elegy performed by one person [adj] 

MONOECY CEMNOOY condition of being monecian [n -CIES] 

MONOFIL FILMNOO single filament of synthetic fiber [n -S] 

MONOLOG GLMNOOO to deliver monolog (lengthy speech by one person) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

MONOMER EMMNOOR type of chemical compound [n -S] 

MONOPOD DMNOOOP one-legged support for camera [n -S] 

MONOSKI IKMNOOS single broad ski for both feet [n -S] 

MONURON MNNOORU herbicide [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s MONO- & MON- (one) 

MONACHAL AACHLMNO pertaining to monks (man who is member of secluded religious order) [adj] 

MONADISM ADIMMNOS philosophical doctrine [n -S] 

MONAMINE AEIMMNNO amine containing only one amino group [n -S] 

MONANDRY ADMNNORY condition of having one husband at time [n -RIES] 

MONARCHY ACHMNORY rule by monarch [n -HIES] 

MONASTIC ACIMNOST monk (man who is member of secluded religious order) [n -S] 

MONAURAL AALMNORU pertaining to sound transmission, recording, or reproduction involving single transmission path [adj] 

MONAXIAL AAILMNOX having one axis [adj] 

MONAZITE AEIMNOTZ mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

MONISTIC CIIMNOST MONIST, adherent of monism (philosophical theory) [adj] 

MONOACID ACDIMNOO type of acid (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

MONOBLOC BCLMNOOO made in single casting [adj] 

MONOCARP ACMNOOPR plant that yields fruit only once before dying [n -S] 

MONOCLED CDELMNOO MONOCLE, eyeglass for one eye [adj] 

MONOCRAT ACMNOORT autocrat (absolute ruler) [n -S] 

MONOCROP CMNOOOPR to plant same crop in same field each year [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

MONOCYTE CEMNOOTY type of white blood cell [n -S] 

MONODIES DEIMNOOS MONODY, elegy performed by one person [n] 

MONODIST DIMNOOST one who writes monodies (elegy performed by one person) [n -S] 

MONOFUEL EFLMNOOU type of rocket propellant [n -S] 

MONOGAMY AGMMNOOY marriage with one person at time [n -MIES] 

MONOGENY EGMNNOOY asexual reproduction [n -NIES] 

MONOGERM EGMMNOOR being fruit that produces single plant [adj] 

MONOGLOT GLMNOOOT person speaking or writing only one language [n -S] 
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MONOGRAM AGMMNOOR to mark with design of one's initials [v -ED, -ING, -MMED, -MMING, -S] 

MONOGYNY GMNNOOYY condition of having one wife at time [n -NIES] 

MONOHULL HLLMNOOU vessel with single hull [n -S] 

MONOKINE EIKMNNOO substance secreted by white blood cells [n -S] 

MONOKINI IIKMNNOO lower half of bikini [n -S] 

MONOLITH HILMNOOT large block of stone [n -S] 

MONOLOGY GLMNOOOY act of uttering monolog [n -GIES] 

MONOMIAL AILMMNOO algebraic expression consisting of single term [n -S] 

MONOPODE DEMNOOOP creature having one foot [n -S] 

MONOPODY DMNOOOPY measure consisting of single metrical foot [n -DIES] 

MONOPOLE ELMNOOOP type of radio antenna [n -S] 

MONOPOLY LMNOOOPY exclusive control of commodity or service in particular market [n -LIES] 

MONORAIL AILMNOOR single rail serving as track for wheeled vehicle [n -S] 

MONOSOME EMMNOOOS unpaired chromosome [n -S] 

MONOSOMY MMNOOOSY condition of having one unpaired chromosome [n -MIES] 

MONOTINT IMNNOOTT painting done in different shades of one color [n -S] 

MONOTONE EMNNOOOT vocal utterance in one unvaried tone [n -S] 

MONOTONY MNNOOOTY tedious sameness [n -NIES] 

MONOTYPE EMNOOPTY only representative of its group [n -S] 

MONOXIDE DEIMNOOX type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S] 
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